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40 minutes all-you-can-eat (varieties:

sachinoka, sanukihime)

Approx. 20 minutes from Takamatsu

Airport

Approx. 5 minutes from Takamatsu Danshi IC by car

Takamatsu Airport

　If you drive two kilometers north from

Takamatsu Danshi IC, a large plastic

house will come into view. This is a

strawberry farm, where you can enjoy

fresh, sweet strawberries.

These strawberries are raised with loving

attention, so they have the least amount

of wounds and stress.  In order to

preserve the natural sweetness of the

strawberry, they are grown using the

“suspended cultivation” method, where

the strawberries are suspended in the air

so that they do not touch the ground. The

varieties raised include the locally

popular Sachinoka and Sanukihime.

Between January and the middle of May

you can pick and eat the strawberries as

you like. During this limited time, the

sweetest strawberries can be enjoyed –

this is popular among children and adults

alike! (Reservation required)

In the shop, you can enjoy all types of

strawberry desert year-round, and there

are events being held frequently.

Available
Takamatsu Danshi IC

January to mid-May

Indoor

Free Wifi：Available

Multilingual tools: n/a

Recommended season

Indoor-oudoor separate

656-1 Iida-cho, Takamatsu

+81-87-881-5256

http://www.skyfarm.jp

 Facility Info

Monday

Approx. 7 minutes from JR Takamatsu

Station to Kinashi Station on Yosan Line.

Approx. 5 minutes from Kinashi Station

by car.

JR Kinashi Station

10 years and up: 1,550 JPY, 3-9 years of age:

950 JPY, 0-2 years of age: free

*Picked strawberries cannot be taken home

25cars

* 2 large buses can be accommodated

TAK-spot006

Nearby

Facilities

Lat 34.323196 Lon 134.000585

ref

10:00 - 17:00 (last entry at 15:30)

*Reservations are given priority

ICHIGOYA SUKAIFAMU [Takamatsu]

Access and Main Routes

The location can be checked on a map online by

entering the lat-lon coordinates into a smart phone

connected to the Internet.

 Introduction  Map Info

Ichigoya Sky Farm 
All the fresh, red strawberries you can eat

いちご屋　スカイファーム

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association, Ltd.


